
SAVE MONEY & EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR BATTERY BY 

FOLLOWING THESE SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS 

1. DO allow batteries to reach room temperature (65-75°F) before charging. DO NOT charge cold batteries 

(40°F or below). 

2. DO charge NEW batteries to the fullest possible capacity before using them FOR THE FIRST TIME (at least 14 

hours in charger). This extended first-charge will result in full break-in of your new battery. 

3. DO use the battery soon after its first charge and completely drain it if possible. A battery that is completely 

recharged and discharged repeatedly will maintain the longest running time. In addition, several complete 

charge/discharge cycles are recommended to break-in a new battery properly, thus elevating it to its full 

capacity. 

4. DON’T repeatedly recharge a battery that has not been used for a full duty cycle. Repeated partial 

recharging reduces battery capacity and life. 

5. DO recharge a battery that has been stored for over a month. Idle batteries self-discharge at the 

rate of approximately 1% per day. 

6. DO periodically clean battery and charger contacts with a cotton swab and alcohol to maintain good 

electrical connections. 

7. DON’T use a battery with a cracked, swollen, or melted case, or with evidence of leakage or corrosion. 

8. REDUCED CAPACITY or “memory effect” may result from repeated, identical, shallow discharge/recharge 

cycles. If such a condition is suspected, run the battery until the radio loses all power. Then fully recharge the 

battery for 14-16 hours. Then discharge it completely. Repeat this cycle 3-4 times. Battery may return to full 

usable capacity again. 

9. FINALLY, keep in mind that batteries have a life-cycle limit. Even with proper care, after 18 months of use (on 

average) cell capacity begins to diminish. You will notice this natural degradation when your radio power lasts 

less and less after charging. In such cases, you should order a fresh premium quality battery that is specifically 

made for your unit. DO NOT ORDER INFERIOR QUALITY BATTERIES as they will not perform to your 

satisfaction and could pose risks to your users. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECHARGEABLE BATTERY CHEMISTRIES: 

 Ni-Cd: Nickel-Cadmium batteries are more tolerant of varying temperatures. The average life span of a Ni-Cd 

battery is approximately 500-1000 charge/discharge cycles. 

 Ni-MH: Nickel-Metal Hydride batteries provide a higher capacity over Ni-Cd for the same size cell, which 

makes them lighter in weight and capable of longer battery run-times between charges. Ni-MH cells have no 

“Memory-Effect”; thus they are not as quickly damaged by repeated overcharging. The average life span of a 

Ni-MH battery is 

approximately 400-700 charge/discharge cycles. 

 Li-Ion: Lithium-Ion batteries require very little maintenance because they do not require periodic cycling. A Li-

Ion cell can provide up to three times the power of a Ni-Cd or Ni-MH battery, which makes them lighter in 

weight but longer-inlife between charges. The average life span of a Li-Ion battery is approximately 300-400 

charge/discharge cycles. 
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